
Retail Consolidation Enables Mid-Tier Manufacturers to
Share Costs for Retail Distribution
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KANE is at the front end of a trend that’s changing
the way consumer products get to market. Under
pressure to cut costs at every turn, manufacturers are
waking up to the idea that not every company has to
manage its own discrete supply line – especially when
most of the goods ship to
the exact same retailers. 

KANE’s Retail Consolidation
program brings together
retailers and common
suppliers to create a shared
distribution solution that can cut costs 15% to 35%,
while reducing inventory at the same time.

Today, retailers are demanding smaller, more frequent

shipments from suppliers. In a traditional distribution
environment, this forces smaller shippers to use
higher cost LTL or wait to build a truckload and risk
missing retailer RAD dates. 

At our collaborative distribution campuses, KANE
combines orders destined for the
same retailers. This keeps
products moving, keeps
inventory low, cuts shipping
costs for companies that “share
the ride” and reduces carbon

emissions by combining multiple LTL shipments into
one, fully loaded trailer. It’s a win for both
manufacturers and retailers. 
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A mid-sized food company joined
KANE’s Retail Consolidation program
and, after the first year, saw a 62%
reduction in CWT for consolidated
versus non-consolidated shipments. 

Manufacturer Benefits
• Cut transportation costs 25%–35% for freight that 
shifts from LTL to TL shipments.

• Cut warehouse costs 15% by sharing overhead, 
space and labor with other shippers.

• Flex space and labor based on seasonal demand 
fluctuations, turning distribution into a variable 
expense.

• Increase turns since multi-vendor consolidation 
allows immediate fulfillment of retail orders.

• Reduce time and administrative expense as KANE 
handles all carrier payments.

• Efficiently manage distribution of slow-moving SKUs.

Retailer Benefits
• Minimize inventory, without stock-outs, by 
ordering smaller quantities more often.

• Shorten order-to-delivery time.
• Increase warehouse efficiency by receiving fewer, 
fuller loads.

• Request last-minute changes to packaging 
configuration, which KANE can handle at the DC.

• Efficiently manage non-strategic vendor 
relationships.

• Create pallet-to-store deliveries since KANE can 
build multi-vendor pallets and prepare them for 
cross dock shipment from retail DC to store.



DISTRIBUTION • TRANSPORTATION • PACKAGING • CROSS DOCKING

p: 888.356.KANE (5263) • e: info@kaneisable.com
w: www.kaneisable.com

Kane Is Able, Inc. provides logistics services specially designed for consumer goods companies and their retail
customers. KANE-operated distribution centers are located in every region of the country.
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Why KANE?
KANE is uniquely able to bring the benefits of
Retail Consolidation to your business. 

• Single-source distribution solution.
Warehousing, packaging, delivery, data 
exchange, visibility.

• Guaranteed rates.We calculate your shipment 
rate based on it being consolidated and we 
assume the risk if that does not happen.

• Guaranteed delivery.We will meet your RAD 
date commitments.

• Excellent relationship with major retailers.
Through frequent driver interaction, we 
understand how they want to receive product. 

• Expertise to manage all data transfer 
requirements. KANE supports all common 
electronic data interchange (EDI) formats. 
Custom EDI programming is available.

Let’s Talk
Are you interested in learning how you can lower
your costs and reduce your carbon footprint
through collaborative distribution? Contact us to
discuss how KANE’s Retail Consolidation services
could work for your business. 

The Future of Collaborative
Distribution: Purchase 
Order Consolidation

Consolidation of retail orders is happening
today, but very little of it is actually driven by
retailers. That’s going to change and, when it
does, it will introduce the next great wave of
efficiency in consumer goods supply chains. 

Today, retail buyers work independently, so
mustard arrives on Tuesday, ketchup on
Wednesday, and paper towels on Thursday. Had
they arrived together in the same truck, freight
costs would shrink and receiving efficiency at
the retailer’s DC would skyrocket. But buyers
don’t get rewarded for lowering freight costs or
reducing congestion at the dock. Their job is to
look for mustard at the lowest price.

KANE is working with several retailers to bridge
these operational silos by changing the way
goods are ordered. Instead of letting buyers
order separately, the retailer would instruct
buyers to consolidate orders for certain products
on the same purchase order. KANE would
process orders, ship them together, and parse
out costs equitably based on the percent of the
consolidated load each shipper’s product
represents. 

Consolidating purchase orders for multiple
vendors’ products is a shift, no doubt. But the
technology exists to make this happen today.
When retailers, manufacturers and 3PL
distribution companies agree on the logic of the
strategy, full-scale implementation will soon
follow. The benefits are too big to ignore.


